
B+ Series

Industrial Video Borescope
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Introduction: 

B+ Series portable video borescope is a product with HD image processing technology

and the latest improved lensing that produces clearer images of minor part defects for 
quality assurance and control. Its simple and intuitive operation, and compact design 
allows for quick and visual inspection by professionals in the investment casting, 
aerospace/aviation, automotive, and general manufacturing industries. 

The B+ Series has a front lens with small diameter of 2.2mm, 2.8mm and side lens with a

diameter of 3.0mm. Use one system with multiple, attachable probes for inspection 
versatility and cost-saving advantages on your inspection video borescope tools.

Technical Advantage: 

◆ Unique function of strong light inhibition and weak light compensation;

High light compensation (HLC): It can effectively inhibit the reflection of light source and 

improve the solution of metal detection; 

Back light compensation(BLC): in the weak light environment, it can see more dark 

details by the exposure algorithm to improve the image brightness; 



◆ Adopting brand-new HD image processing technology, ultra-clear image, minor defects

are all under your view. 

2.8mm probe/analog signal effect 

2.8mm probe/HD signal effect 

◆ Adopt 5.0 inch IPS wide viewing angle screen:

854*480 resolution with unique image processing technology, the picture quality is exquisite 

and clear; IPS wide viewing angle screen: True color representation, no reflection at any 

Angle, high brightness, to cope with severe industrial testing environment; 



◆

◆ Anti-friction and anti-erosion, the insertion tube is woven with 4-layer of tungsten alloy 

and optional stainless steel material,IP67 standard of the probe 



◆ Optional small diameter probe tube: front view 2.2mm; 2.8mm; side view 3.0mm.

    2.2mm 

◆ Collecting all digital and lossless video data completely;

◆ Strictly in accordance with ISO9001 quality system standard, approved CE, RoHS ,

product quality stable and reliable

Specification: 

Display 5.0 inch IPS wide viewing angle screen 

White Balance AWB 

Function 
Photography, video, brightness control, image zoom, image 

freeze, image  locking and image flip  

Internal storage TF card (up to 32GB) 



Data I/O port SD card interface, HDMI, USB interface 

Brightness Control 3 degree brightness adjustment 

Battery 18650 lithium batteries(replaceable) 

Standby time ≥6h 

File management Support image and video play, delete, format and naming 

Image format JEPG(record the date and time) 

Video format AVI (record the date and time) 

Signal Output PAL&NTSC 

Language 
Chinese, English, Spanish, French, German, Russian, 

Japanese, Korean 

Probe dimension 2.2mm,2.8mm,3.0mm(side view) 

Insertion tube length 2.2mm/1-1.5m;2.8mm and 3mm /1-3m 

Insertion tube type Flexible 

Insertion tube material tungsten braid or stainless steel optional 

Resolution 450,000 pixels 

DOF 3mm~50mm; 5-50mm 

Angle of view 120° 

System work temperature -10°C~50°C

Probe work temperature -10°C~60°C

Waterproof grade Probe IP67 

Application:

B+ series borescope can be used for visual inspection of all kinds of limited spaces, such 

as automobile engine, cylinder, pipe, casting, foreign matter inside container, wear 

inspection, etc. Can be widely use in power, petrochemical, railway, shipping and other 

fields. 



Piston and spark plug carbon 

The inside flaw of the exhaust pipe 

Models for B+ series 

(Optional stainless steel tube with the length of 0.1m, 0.3m, 1m) . 
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